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Positive Emotions Affect Learning in a Positive Way
Emotion affects cognition and memory at
practically every stage of learning and recall.
Emotion affects:
• What is noticed in the first place
• Where attention lingers, thus allowing learning
to take place.
• Exactly what is remembered or forgotten.
• Where and how information is encoded in the
brain.
• Whether the learner strengthens memories by
recalling and/or sharing them.
Memories with emotional associations are
recalled more vividly for much longer periods
of time than those with neutral or no emotional
connection.

Positive emotions engage the brain for high
quality learning.
Emotions such as happiness, acceptance, and
calmness lead learners to:
• Broaden perception to all details of the
environment
• Increase awareness of all types of available
information.
• Encode information in the areas of the brain
best suited for higher order thinking.
• Process memories in ways that foster creativity
and connections.

Day on the Hill
Monday, February 8, 2016

Jessica Smith, Music specialist and Mrs. Zekas’ 4th grade class from Howard Driggs
Elementary came to the Utah State capitol to represent the music integration aspect of
the BTSALP program. The students composed their own chants with body percussion that
included important information about fossils. They layered these chants to make exciting
polyrhythms. In between each rhythm, they played an excerpt from Camille Saint-Saëns’
Carnival of the Animals: Fossils, which resulted in a rondo form.

The fifth grade classes at Backman Elementary explored the curriculum springboards of
electricity and landforms. Using the creative process, the students worked together to learn
and create through the art form of dance. During the students’ creative dance time, they
explored movement possibilities of the three different types of conductors and how tectonic
plates move apart and together to converge and create mountain ranges.

They also explored the difference between weathering, erosion, and deposition. The students
divided into groups to create movement patterns that explained the difference between
series circuits, parallel circuits, plateau mountains, folded mountains, and volcanoes. The
learning power that creative movement and kinesthetic activity brings to a classroom is rich
and gives the students a fun alternative way to learn.

